
Regency Coat / Utensil Hook for Chrome Wire Shelves - 5
Hooks
#460ECCTHOOK

Features

• Perfect for storing coats, aprons, or frequently used utensils

• Securely attaches to Regency chrome wire shelves

• Chrome �nish is ideal for use in dry environments

• Can be easily removed for customization and cleaning

• Sturdy metal hooks can hold heavy jackets and coats without bending

Certi�cations

Technical Data

Accessory Type Hooks

Color Silver

Features NSF Listed

Finish Chrome

Material Steel

Product Type Coat Racks

Type Hooks

Usage
Dry Environments
Of�ce
Retail

460ECCTHOOKProject: Date: Approval: Qty: Item #:

NSF Listed
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Notes & Details
Provide employees with a place to hang their things with this Regency coat / utensil hook. Designed to �t Regency shelves, this

hanging storage hook is perfect for holding large things like coats and aprons and also small tools that would normally clutter

your shelves. It features 5 hooks with space between them to keep coats and tools organized. It conveniently hooks onto your

Regency chrome wire shelving, providing a secure hold that can withstand frequent use. You can also move and adjust the

hook over and over again as your storage needs change, making it easy to customize your storage unit to meet your business's

unique requirements. This easy removal will come in handy when you need to clean your hook or your shelves. Designed to

maximize your shelf capacity, this functional hook rack is sure to create valuable storage space for your business.

Made of strong chrome-�nished wire, this coat hook is designed to add both style and function to your Regency shelves. Its

chrome �nish is ideal for use in dry, back-of-the-house environments and brings a simple, sleek style to your kitchen or pantry.

The sturdy, rounded hooks are capable of holding heavy jackets without bending the hooks or damaging the jacket's fabric. As

a result, this hook makes for a reliable, long-lasting storage solution. The perfect �t for your commercial kitchen, this hook

makes storage simple by allowing you to keep your items together, organized, and accessible at all times. Make the most of

your shelf space with this Regency coat hook!

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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